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ance of tail like marks on its surface (6).    The characteristic
features   of a Salagranv stone of  the  Matsa class, are its
elongated  shape,  the  three  dot like spots  on  the surface,
its glassy  colour, and the  absence  of any  cavity or chakra.
A   stone  of  the   Sridhar   class,   is   differentiated  by  the
mark  of  a garland   of  wild flowers in its internal cavity, its
roundness, and by the five line marks around its body (7).  The
Bamana is  a  stone  of a puny size, round and dotted  with
a spot, and is of a round shape ; while the  Tribikrama class
bears the line mark at the right side, and the dot spot on the
left (8).  A Salagram stone, appertaining to the class Ananta^
bears an impression like the hood of a serpant,  while  one
of the Naikava class> assumes a variety of shape and colour,
and is varied  in  attributes  also; the  Damodar class being
recognised  by the attributes of thickness, the possession of
two slender points on the exterior, and by the existence of the
characterestic circular mark or ckakra in the central part of
cavity (9—10).   The Sudarskan class has got only a single
chakra, the existence of double or two fold chakra, characteri-
ses the class Laksmi Narayan, the essential  features   of the
Achyuta  or  Tribikrama class, being the existence of three
chakras or interpal circular  marks as spoken of above (11).
Four chakras mark the J&nardan class, and five such are the
essentials   of   a Vasudeva, and   the existence   of   six or
seven such chakras is to be met with in the Pradumna and
the Sankarsan class of Salagr&m   (12).    A Puruskotama
stone possesses eight, a Nababuyahu  nine,  a Dushdvatar
tea, an Animdha eleven, and a Dvadashatma   class  of
Salagrasi twelve circles; a Salagram, bearing circular im-
pressions id ltd inside more than twelve, is designated as an
Anaata.

